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LOYAL LEGION MEETS.
Cleveland, 0 Oot, 9. The Loyal
Legion, an organization composed of
officers and
of the army
and navy, is holding Its annual meeting here. Colonel Arnold A. Rand,
is prejunior vice commander-in-chiesiding, having been advanced to the
on account
rank of commander-in-chie- f
of the death of Rear Admiral George
W. Melville, who, with the late General Arthur MacArthur, was lost to the HE
DEAD RAILROADER SULTAN'S
SAYS
FORCES ANNIHILATE VETERAN PRESIDENT OF
legion during the last year. Rear Ad' SAID ROOSEVELT "SHOOK
ARMY THAT CROSSES
ORGANIZATION IS
miral Stewart of New York was electHIM DOWN."
HIS
BORDER.
ed senior vice commander-in-chie- f
and
by giving the pitcher an assist. Lewis Colonel E. A. Lanaell of
Pennsylvania,
and Speaker scored on Stahl's drive
junior vice commander-in-chieFEEEINAKO
DONATION KING
ASKED FOE
LEADS REJUVENATION
IS
to left Wagner went out on a high
to
Three
three
Doyle.
fly
runs,
hits,
one error.
;
ENGLISH OFFICERS NEEDED.
HE WAS TOLD THE MONEY WAS WILL PLACE HIMSELF AT THE PLANS ARE LAID FOR A YEAR'S
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 9. British
Second Inning
TO BE USED IN CARRYING
HEAD OF HIS ARMY
CAMPAIGN OF REAL
First half New York: The stands polo experts scheduled to play In the
AT ONCE.
NEW YORK.
BOOSTING
were wild with excitement as the southern California winter tournament
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FROM BATTING IN A VICTORY

Collins Leaves The Box With Tears in
His Eyes
COMES AFTER

REMOVAL

BATTING RALLY

Is Characterized by Heavy Hitting and Several Costly
Errors Crowds Go Wild Cheering I' or 1 heir ravontes Bet- ting" Favors) Boston at the Opening", But New Yorkers
flave Plenty of Money and Gover AH Wafers Offered Game Is One of Most Exciting" of Any
Ever Plaved In a World's Series.

Struggle

,

before the game and it was a good day
for speedy pitching.
The Giants began to warm up on the
HOW THE TEAMS STAND
side lines, while Mathewson and MeyWon Lost Pet
1.001
0
1
ers went far down the left field line
Boston
.001
0
0
New York
for light practice. One o'clock found
The Scores to Date,
only a' few empty seats in the unreserved stands and bleachers, but the
First game: Boston, 4; Netf
main grand stand filled slowly.
York, 3.
Second game:
Boston, 6;
Mayor Fitzgerald drove on the
field with an automobile which ne
New York, 6.
v
4
presented to Manager Stahl. Stahl
and Wagner were given a great cheer
by the crowd.
It was announced that the batteries
Fenway Park, Boston, Oct. 9. The
Boston Americans and the New York would be as follows: New York, MathNationals battled for 11 Innings to a ewson and Meyers; Boston, Collins
tie score, 6 to 6, today The contest and Carrigan. "Play ball" was called
was called on account of darkness. promptly at 2 o'clock.
on
The second game will he
Umpire O'Loughlin took his position
the Boston field tomorrow. The con behind the plate; Rigler gave decitest was exciting from the first to sions on the bases; Klem went to left
field and Evans to right field. It was
the last inning.
With a lead of three runs' handicap announced that a hit into the left
against them, the Giants bitterly con- field stand would count as a two base
tended the Red Sox all the way until hit, while hits into other temporary
they finally caught them and passed stands would go as home runs. Mayor
them In the eighth Inning. Boston Fitzgerald threw out the ball to Colrallied strongly and sent a fifth run lins.
across the plate, which tied the score.
First Inning
The first
Collins, had, pitched a good game fori First half New. York:
the Red Sox until the eighth when the ball was a strike. Snodgrass drove
Giants batted him from the mound.
the second ball pitched into the
The Giants garnered a run in the bleachers for two bases. Doyle struck
tenth and the home club fans were In out. Collins used three wide sweepdespair when Speaker, by a mighty ing curves to turn the New York bat
drive for three bases on the center ter back. Becker went out, Yerkes
field seats followed by an error by to Stahl. Yerkes handled
Becker's
Wilson's throw in, scored the tying grounder cleverly. Snodgrass
took
run. The eleventh inning was unpro- third. Time, was called until the umductive and darkness ended the game pires could clear the field of photowith each club holding six runs.
graphers. The first ball thrown to
Boston turned out more than 30,000 Murray was a strike and the crowd
strong today to see the American lea- yelled. Collins threw out Murray at
gue champions. battle the New. York first No runs, one hit, no errors.
Second
half Boston:
Giants, pennant winners of the NaHooper
tional league, in the second game of scratched an Infield hit, Mathewson
the world's series.
being able only to knock down the
The Boston team marched to Fen- ball, which he could not recover in
way Park field to a triumphant wel- time. This started the Boston fans
come from a home crowd. Governor cheering. Hooper stole second.' MeyEugene Foss of Massachusetts, and ers threw wide. . Fletcher dropped
Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston, led in the Yerkes' line drive and the batter was
t
safe. It was a miserable error by Fletcheering.
New Yorkers Willing to Bet.
cher, Speaker beat out a bunt and
The New York fans freely took the the bases were filled with none out.
short end of the offered wagers of 10 The crowd broke into a continued
to 6 that the Bostons would take the cheer. Mathewson put the first ball
on Lewis as a strike. The second ball
series.
The crowd gave its first cheer when pitched was a strike. Hopoer was
Catcher Cady and several of the Red forced out at the plate on Lewis'
Sox substitutes began a batting prac- grounder to Herzog, who threw out
tice. Manager Stahl complained of Meyers. Yerkes scored on an infield
feeling ill, but said he probably would out to Gartner. The play wa.9
to Doyle to Merkle, the ball
take his position at f.irst base. The
sky became overcast an hour or so bounding off Matehwson's hand there
.
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Bostons took the field. Merkle fanned, only three balls pitched,. Herzog
knocked a three bagger to right cen
ter, and scored on Meyers' hit, which
struck Gardner in the face. Gardner
rubbed his head and seemed .pretty
badly shaken up, but he continued to
play. Fletcher sent up a fly to Hooper
and was out Mathewson was given
an ovation as he went to bat. Meyers
was out when Yerkes took Mathew-sou'- s

grounder and threw to Wagner.
One run, two hits, no errors.
Second
half Boston:
Carrigan
went out, Herzog to Merkle. Doyle
made a brilliant play when he took
Collins' grounder and threw him out
at first Hooper doubled to right.
Yerkes was out Fletcher to Merkle.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Third Inning
First half New York: Snodgrasa
flied out to Hooper. Collins used a
fast breaking curve over the corners
of the plate, his drop ball being very
effective. Doyle was out on a foul to
Gardner. Becker went out Wagner to
Stahl. No runs, no hits, no errors.
Second half Boston: Speaker led
off, was out to Merkle unassisted.
Merkle knocked down Speaker's drive
which was labeled for a two base hit.
Lewis sent up a high one to Murray
and went back to the bench. Gardner
went out, Doyle to Merkle. No runs,
no hits, uo errors.
Fourth Inning
First half New York: Murray got
a three base hit to right. Merkle was
out on a foul to Gardner. Murray
scored on a sacrifice fly of Herzog to
Speaker. Meyers singled to left. Fletcher flied out to Hooper. One run,
two hits, no errors.
Sfcihl struck
Second half Boston:
out Wagner was out on a fly to
Fletcher took Carrigan's
Murray.
grounder and threw him out. at first
No runs, no hits, no errors.

will not be able to come because of
trouble in the Balkans. All of the
STANDARD MONEY PROSCRIBED CONSTANTINOPLE CONFIDENT MUCH ENTHUSIASM IS SEOWN
in the British
playeTs are officers
and
re
a
army
cablegram
through
NATHAN B. SCOTT TELLS HOW THE PORTE THINKS IT WILL EAS- CITIZENS AS WELL AS MEMBERS
ceived by Walter Dupee of the
polo team, it became known toILY CRUSH JTS ENEMY'S
FORMER PRESIDENT REFUSATTEND THE ANNUAL
day, announced that they had received
ED OILY CURRENCY.
... ARMIES. ..
MEETING
orders to report to their regiments.

the

Coro-nad-

Washington, Oct. 9. Charles P.
Taft, the president's brother, today
told the Clapp committee he contributed $250,000 to the national campaign
in 1908 and that $150,000 was returned. He also contributed $40,000 to the

.

GOVERNOR WILSON
IN SAINT LOUIS
DEMOCRATIC
CANDIDATE
SCHEDULED TO MAKE
SPEECHES TODAY.

IS

St. Louis, Oct. 9. Gornor Wood-roWilson, democratic nominee for
president, will arrive here from
Springfield, 111., late this afternoon
and is scheduled to make addresses,
before departing shortly before mid
night for Cliitii'go. Tonight a torch
light procession will be held in his

honor.
The New Jerseyan will be the guest
of the democratic editors of Missouri
at a banquet to begin at 6:30 o'clock
tonight at Hotel Jefferson. The torch
light procession will escort the gover.
nor to the Coliseum where he is scheduled to deliver his principal address
'
here.

Gives Roosevelt Good Drubbing.
Springfield, 111., Oct. 9 "The voice
is that of Esau, though the touch may
be the touch of Jacob, but we are not
going to be touched," said Governor
Wilson n his second speech here today in referring to Colonel Roosevelt
and his plan for governmental regulation of trusts.
"When gentlemen proposing to legalize
Fifth Inning
monopoly, added the goverFirst half New York: Mathewson nor, "speak' the name of Lincoln, it is
was a strike out victim and Carrigan as if those who intended to perpetuate
droped the third strike, but threw the human slavery should have dared to
New York pitcher out at first. Snod- speak in the name of the great emangrass also fell a victim to Collins' cipator.
"We are going to repudiate this slavwiles and fanned. Doyle flied out to
Lewis. No runB, no hits, no e'rrors.
ery just as emphatically as we have
Second half Boston: Collins struck repudiated the other and we are not
out. The crowd cheered Hooper, who going to look to the gentlemen who
had made two hits. Hooper singled to established that slavery in order to accenter. It was his third hit. Snod-rras- s complish our liberty.
"We are now. gazers upon an empty
exchanged places with Murray,
who went to left, Snodgrass going to heaven for we know where the fixed
right. Hooper stole second. Meyers' constellations are and we are going to
throw was too low for Fletcher. Hoop- follow the'old stars to liberty. I'm not
er scored on Yerkes' three base hit to trying to put Mr. Roosevelt in a hole,"
right center. The stands were in an said Governor Woodrow Wilson in reuproar..- - Speaker1 lined out to Fletcher ferring to his recent declaration that
who threw to Herzog, catching Yerket the United States Steel corporation
before he could return to the bag. It was "behind the third party program
r
,
was a quick double play.
In thought.''
"I am simply trying to shoW that)
two hits,' no errors.
Mr. Roosevelt has the viewpoint of the
Sixth Inning.
First half New York: Becker was trusts and that we cannot afford to
out, Yerkes to Stahl. Murray singled have a man president of the United
to right. Merkle flied out to Speaker. States who has that viewpoint. It is
Murray was out stealing, Carrigan to a matter of perfect indifference to me
Wagner, The runnr was touched out where Mr. Roosevelt gets his money,
five feet off the bag. No runs, one but it Is a matter of great deal of difhit, no errors.
ference to me where he gets his ideas.
Second
Fletcher And he got his ideas with regard to
half Boston:
fumbled Lewis' grounder and the ruu-ne- r the regulation of monopoly from the
beat the throw to first. 'Gardner gentlemen who control the United
to Merkle, States Steel corporation.
Mathewson
sacrificed,
Lewis taking second. Stahl put up a
"1 want to say right now that its
Merkle
dropped. ideas are not my ideas, and that I am
high foul which
Stahl went out on a tap to Mathew- perfectly certain that it would not proson, who 'threw the runner out at mote any Idea which interferred with
first, Lewis was on third. Wagner the monopolies of the United States
went out on a grounder to Mathewson, Steel corporation.1 I hope and Intend
who touched the runner on the line. to Interfere with
monoply just as
No runs, no hits, one error.
much as possible, and I cannot subscribe to those arrangements by which
It knows It will not be disturbed."
(Continued on Page Five)
One-run-

o

Ohio campaign.
"I thought my, brother was fijed
for the presidency," said Mr. Taft,
"and if elected, I wanted him to walk
into the White Housex without obligation to any great interests or corporations. On that basis I was prepared to
go the limit."
Mr. Taft testified that his contributions to the president's campaign for
renomination totaled $213,592,
of
which $125,000 was given to the na
tional "Taft bureau, of which Repre
sentative William B. McKinley was
director. To the Ohio state campaign
$64,800 was given, and $23,000 went
for miscellaneous items.
Dan R. Hanna of Cleveland testified
that he! gave $177,000 to Colonel

Roosevelt's
campaign
this year. To the , Roosevelt national
committee he gave $50,000; to Walter
F, Brown for the.Ohio campaign
and for state organization in
$50,-00-

Ohio, $77,000.
More details of the Harriman
fund of 1904 and the alleged $100,000
Standard Oil contribution were developed today before the Clapp committee.
Former Senator Nathan B. Scott of

West Virginia testified that the late
Cornelius N. Bliss had told him of
collecting $100,000 from the Standard
Oil and that when he suggested that
Bliss ask the company for more, Bliss
told him President Roosevelt had forbidden contributions from that Bource.
Scott related a conversation he had
on the telephone with "the White
House" about the New ork campaign
of 1904,, in which "the voice at the
White House" told him "that Mr.
Har-rima- n

was coming."

Judge Robert S. Lovett, chairman of
the executive committee of the Harriman railroads, testified that the late
E. H. Harriman had told of a visit to
the White House and that President
Roosevelt wanted him "to help the national committee raise $200,000 for the
New York state committee."
Elmer Do ver of Spokane, former
secretary of .the republican committee,
has been directed to bring to Washington any records he may have- le!t
in Chicago bearing on campaign contributions. Former Senator Scott was
the first witness today.
"When we got low in funds in October, 1904," he said, "I asked Mr.
Bliss if he could not go to 26 Broadway and get money. He said no; that
he had already secured a contribution
from those people. I asked him how
much they had given and he said
-

$100,000."

The examination of Charles D. Hil-lerepublican national chairman, was
postponed until tomorrow. Other witnesses to appear today were Robert S.
Lovett, former lieutenant of the late
Hale .of
E. H. Harimau; Matthew
Massachusetts, Dan R. Hanna, of
Ohio, and Senator M. B. Scott of West
Virginia.
Mr. Scott said he was In republican
(Continued

on Page Five)

London, Oct. 9. A . Montenegrin
force which crossed thd Turkish border has been annihilated, according to
a dispatch from Constantinople, which
declares 4,0(J0 Albanian troops have
invaded
A Bulgarian
Montenegro.
army has started for MiiBtapha Pasha
to force the road to Adrianoplo where

At the regular annual meeting of
the stockholders of the Las Vegas
Commercial club, held last night in
the club rooms, William J. Lucas waa
elected for the sixth time as president
of the organization. William E. Gortr
ner was chosen vice president to
himself.
The folio wiug veto
the Turks are concentrated in great elected members of the 'board ot distrength. Skirmishes have occurred rectors, to servo one year:: Maurice
on the Servian and Bulgarian fron Danziger, Isaac Davis, Clarenea Iden,
tiers.
Hallett Raynolda, Stephea Powers,
M. M. Padgett, William
King Ferdnlnad Is said to be hurrying southward to take command of the H. Springer, D. T. Hosklns, W. P.
allied Balkan troops.
Southard. Tho president and secreNews from Sofia
Bulgaria, says tary will serve as directors as. well
that the rapidity of the 'concentration as those elected last night.
of the army has exceqftad all expectaMr. Lucas was nominated to sucH. WW ftions, and )uevelopnici:tii"vwIll now ;e ceed himself by Major m
very rapid. The sfock exchange was emora. Mr. Lucas declared that he
somewhat more affected today by the had served the club for flva years and
Balkan situation.
believed he should bfc given a needed
Servia and Bulgaria Restless
rest. He said perhaps the club would
If Servia and Bulgaria have not al do better should a new president take
ready declared war on Turkey as re charge of' its affairs, although he had
ported from Paris, it is believed every- done his best to make its work sucwhere that they are on the point of cessful. The club, members, however,,
joining their mobilized armies to that would not allow Mr. Lucas to withHe
of Montenegro, whose troops are said draw his name from nomination.
to be generally engaged
with the was elected by acclamation.
Turks along the frontier. Should the In the selection of a vice president
two Balkan nations decide to appeal and directors the club members feel
to arms, hal fa million soldiers of tlie that wise action was taken. Mr. Gort-nBalkan states who have been concenis one of the most enthusiastic
of the club and one of the
be
week
will
members
for
the
trating
past
ready
to oppose the Turkish army. The town's best boosters. In the board of
number of the Ottoman troops in Eu. directors a number of new members
ropean Turkey are understood to to- have been placed, it being the opinion:
tal several hundred thousand.
It Is of the club that while the old direcgenerally recognized that the interven- tors had done their work well, it
tion of the European ambassadors at would be for the benefit of the orthe Porte cannot now have any effect. ganization to infuse some new blood
into the governing board.
Before the election Mr. Lucas made
Turks Are Confident of Victory.
Constantinople, Oct. 9. The Turkish a brief verbal report He said that
government awaits events with calm the Commercial club by all means
assurance, according to the Ottoman should be continued in existence, as a
foreign minister. In an interview giv community without a commercial or
en to the Associated Press today ne ganization is a dead community.
Mr.
Lucas asserted that the present club
said:
"We face the future with perfect quarters should be maintained. He deconfidence. I should like to point out, clared it would cost just as much to
however, that the declaration of war maintain an office, with no social
as it would to keep the presby Montenegrins was made contrary
to thei practice adopted by all civilized ent handsome rooms. Mr. Lucas saiel
states. It went against the stipulation the club, while it is an organization
of The Hague convention of which for the good of the whole community,
has not received the report-.tha- t
Montenegro was a signatory.
,"In the first place, no attempt was should be given 16, "Ha. pleaded for a
made to seek the good offices of a larger membership, saying that every
third party in order to find a means of person who joined the dub not ouly
helped himself but helped the "entire'
avoiding a conflict.
'Secondly, the declaration of war Community.
The club adopted an amendment to '
did not set forth any real or tangible
cause for war.
the
providing that the monthly
'Thirdly, Montenegro opened hostil dues should be cut to $1.25 per month,
ities without granting the usual pre- or $15 a year. Th9 plan of making
liminary delay and actually before the two classes of membership, advertisdeclaration of war was presented to ing and regular, also was adopted. The
'
the Porte."
advertising members will pay a larger
fee for dues each month, but will enGreek Colonel to Return Home.
joy no privilege that will not be exSeattle, Wash., Oct. 9. Colonel tended to the other class of memJohn Voucotlch, formerly an officer bers, this plan having been evolved
in the Greek army, who says he was solely for the purpose of raising reveexiled because he favored a democrat- nue. It requires about $3,000 a year
ic form of government, is a nephew of to maintain the club and do efficient
Queen Milnna of Montenegro. He says work. It is planned to increase tho
his royal uncle, King Nicholas, caused revenue to such a point that it will
him to be imprisoned three years tor be possible to widen greatly the scope
political conspiracy and at the end of of the wrk of the organization.
la
his term banished him from the coun- order to induce new members to re.
try. He is anxious to return to his main with the club for a long eiiousb
-
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of the Gila monster, he BlnVied to;
draw foack for another aiiempt, but
he "recokned without his boat." Be

fore the triangular head bad traversed
backward over four Indies, the Gila
dealt his card. With a lightning lunge,
equal to the fastest stroke of the
famed king snake, he plunged for the
A
back of the rattler's neck end the
fraction of a second later, the seven
foot snake was writhing helplessly In
GLOBE PROSPECTOR WITNESSES the bulldog jaws of the 13 Inch lizard.
Ha twisted, turned, flapped and wrig
DEADLY BATTLE UPON
THE DESERT
gled, but there was no relaxation of
that iron grip. Several times the
Globe, Aria., Oct 9. Bob Henry, lizard was thrown vertically into the
the well known prospector, tells the air, and as many more he was drag
following story of a fight between, a ged upon the dusty road with h la feet
rattlesnake and a Gila monster. There vainly attempting to find a hold. But
were 17 rattles on the snake and two the jaws held tight After two or
were soft. He has the rattles In his three minutes of this struggle, the efpossession. At first he hesitated to forts of the reptile became weaker un
tell the story on the fear that he would til finally, he lay dead upon the
ground. Then and not until then did
not be believed.
One evening about the middle of the death grip of the Gila monster
last August, while on the way from relax. Having fought his battle and
town to his camp on the Final moan won, he started quietly on his way.
tarn road, he was attracted by the He had earned his freedom, for he
sound of a rattlesnake. Turning to had done well. Man, however, his
the right, he discovered a rattler about unconquerable enemy, reached out
seven feet long and three feet away and gathered him In. '
to the right a Gila monster was sitting
on an ant pile. The snake stood up
RHODE ISLAND DEMOCRATS.
from the ground higher than a man's
knee In the shape of en elongated I Providence, R. I., Oct. 9. Encour
"S." The remainder of his body was aged by predictions of success at the
upon the ground behind him in a polls in November, Rhode Island demostraight line. In addition to rattling, crats are preparing for an enthusiasa hissing sound Issued from his mouth. tic state convention here tomorrow to
The Gila had evidently been eating name candidates for presidential elecants when called to attention by th tors and for governor and other state
snake. He was standing up from the officers. Preceding the state convenground as high as his short legs tion there will be held, conventions for
would permit, which was close to two the selection of candidates for conInches. His tensed attitude Indicated gress. The possibility of a combinathat he kne wtrouble was ahead. Sud- tion of the democrats and the progresdenly the snake struck full at the sive party, for the purpose of capturbig lizard, but the fangs passed over ing the general assembly at the comthe monster, because he had seen the ing election, has been discussed, but
l)low coming, and, quick as a flash, the present indications are that the
had flattened
himself upon the democrats are not likely to take any
The snake drew himself up steps in this direction. Theodore F.
ground.
and 8 truck again, but missed his Green appears to be the strongest canmark. For the third time the snake didate for the nomination for goverdrew back and struck, but he struck nor. Mr. Green belongs to an old
only empty air, for the lizard was Providence family.
He has been a
over two inches to the right At the practicing attorney in this city for
completion of his third attempt to many years and is a trustee of Brown
sink his fangs into the motled body University.
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FOREST SERVICE ADOPTS NEW
PLAN OF SELLING RIPE

raiser' ' of a happy day.

It contains a drug caffeine that gets on the nerves of many a naturally
man or woman, resulting in "crossness" and irritability.

wood-usin-

But now comes

--

ill

iL

il
which is absolutely free from any drug

This new
"good company " at breakfast or any other meal. Man
it is prepared
factured from choice Northern wheat and the juice bf pure Southern sugar-cane- ,
of
in
direct
from
the
level
a
tin
hot water and
a
at table instantly by stirring
teaspoonful,
cup
adding cream and sugar to taste. Everyone can drink it with happy results,.

Grocers Sell Instant Postum
100-cu-

p

tins

50 cts.

A sample tin (to make

30 cts.
5

cups) will be mailed you for

2c stamp

to cover postage.

'

e

POSTUM

Wooltex styles are the best that Paris create. They are authentic. The Wooltex suit or coat you buy today will be in a style

distinctive now, and still popular next year.

668

No. 66S

f,

It is a favorite material for sash,
doors and ceiling, and it is well liked
for flooring. Wood of red and white
oak is used nearly everywhere and for
almost all purposes requiring strong,
hard, tough, enduring and handsome
wood. It is demanded in enormous
quantities for diversified
industries. In some industries such as
machinery and vehicle, the white and
red oaks are valued chiefly for their
strength, while in others, like furni
ture and interior finish, the figure and
grain of the wood are most important.
Red gum, once considered practically
worthless, now stands high among fur
niture and finish woods for musical
instruments and for many other pur
of the hickory,
poses. The wood
which in Arkansas includes five Bpec
ies, all of which bear a general re
semblance, is strong, tough and elastic
and these properties fit it for special
purposes, chiefly for vehicles and
handles. The Arkansas hardwoods of
fer a good field to operators in hardwood lumber and to manufacturers of
insulator pins and brackets, chair and
furniture squares,
hubs, crating,
clothes pins and the like.
In Arkansas most of the timber Is
accessible to roads which are numerous and thread the forest in all direc
tions. Sixty-fivper cent of the Arkansas timber is at the present time
accessible to railroads. Large areas
of western yellow pine on the national

CEREAL CO., LTD., BATTLE CREEK, MICH.

g

style, tailoring a,nd quality
materials in the highest degree
They appeal not only to good taste but also the good sense
of every woman. They represent the bnt value at moderate price- -

Wooltex tailoring is the product of a great organization of
expert designers and tailors.
Wooltex fabrics are pure wool
in them.

Note the

graceful lines and distinctive character of this

New fall Wooltex Coats
New fall Wooltex Suits
New fall Wooltex Skirts

fers simplicity to ostentation. Cut on smart
lines, the coat has snug

The

k.

$15 to $35
S22.50 to $45
$7.50 to $15

Newspaper advertising or window display cannot do full
justice to the excellence of our complete stocks. Come in and see
for yourself.

fitting revers and a fiat
panel-Bac-

without a thread of cotton

You cannot buy better coats, suits and skirts than Wooltex
not even if you get them from the exclusive custom tailors.

charming Wooltex coat
for the woman who pre-

ma-

terial is of black kersey.
The price $25.00 is as-

E. Rosenwald & Son

tonishingly low for such
character aud goodness.

The Store Thai Sells Wooltex

-,-
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CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

QSyfi&fy

$50,003.00

Vs

J

QJ

President

Vice-Preside- nt

)D- - T- - Hoskins,

I

Cashier.

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Migtiei National Bank

Wra. G. Baydon

0.

W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

three-quarter-

Coffee is often a disturbing factor.

cPii

Wooltex garments combine
.

silo stock.
s
of all the
Nearly
wood employed for manufacturing purposes In .Arkansas is shortleaf pine.

But the day can't be a happy one with ill health.

1L

Jit

TREES.
A new policy has been adopted Dy
the forest service in regard to the
gale of timber from the national forests which will be of great advantage
to all lumbermen. The new policy provides for the sale of fixed amounts of
timber each year from the forests,
stipulation being made that certain
conditions be fulfilled.
The amounts to be sold are based
upon the probaMe reforestation.
Further developments of the policy
are assumption by the government of
all fire risk, small Installment payments, paid as the timber Is cut, bo
that interest need not be arned on a
large investment from the time of beginning operations, and other matters.
The following circular of the forest
service embodies the announcement of
the plan:
The national forests contain a total
stand of over GOO billion feet of merchantable timber, of which 348 billion
Is at the
feet, or more than one-halpresent time rip for the saw and will
be offered for sale in annual amounts
In order to make room for young
growth coming on. The sale of 300
million feet has been authorized from
the national forests in Arizona, Arkansas and New Mexico annually. In Ar
kansas, 40,000,000 feet of shortleaf
pine, white oak, red oak gum and
hickory; In Arizona and New Mexico,
260,000,000 feet principally of western
yellow pine with small amounts of
Douglas fir and Engelmann spruce.
Both large and small lumbering units
ar available. The fact that the timber is sold nnder permanent authorizations based upon the growing capacity of the land makes stable operations
It also insures permanent
possible.
local revenue since 25 per cent of tne
proceeds from tne sales are returned
from, the United States treasury to the
counties from which the timber is sold
for the support of roads and schools.
By a recent act of congress an additional 10 per cent of the total receipts is returned for expenditure by
the forest service for roadB within the
state from which the timber is sold.
Lumber is manufactured from west-- 1
ern yellow pine' fa all the Rocky
mountain states and westward to th
Pacific coast It is frequently .substituted for white pine, not because it
is cheaper, but because of the increased scarcity of white pine, partic
ularly In large sizes. The wood is soft,
yet tough, is easily worked and espe
cially valuable for the manufacture
of doors, windows, various kinds of
finish as well as box material and
other products requiring wood of fine
quality in their manufacture. "Western
yellow pine lumber is used throughout the southwest for building pur
poses and large quantities are shipped
to the markets of the middle western
states, where It is usually sold as
"white pine." Douglas fir is particularly valuable for mine and other
"structural timbers because it possesses
great strength as well as certain de
qualities. Together with
it Is also used in
spruce,
Engelmann
the manufacture Of railroad ties.
Douglas fir is an important source of

Good style appeals to good taste but good tailoring and
good materials are absolutely necessary to "'nsure service and lasting satisfaction.

g

Three. Good PaJs
Breakfast time should be the ' 'curtain

The

Ala., Oct 9. At a
Birmingham,
held today under the auspices of the Birmingham Equal Suffrage association plans were perfected for the organization of a state association of advocates of the franchise
for women. It is planned to organize
branches of the association in every
county in Alabama.

inference

Instant Jostum

Fcm-r-i

Oct

ALABAMA SUFFRAGISTS

a

Good style is as necessary in your fall suit as salt is in
food.

grand lodge of Odd Fellows and the
assembly of the Rebekahs convened
In Albuquerque yesterday for a two
days' session, the grand lodge In the
the Odd Fellows' hall and the assembly in the A. O. U. W. hall. Practically the entire day at the grand lodge
and assembly was devoted o routine
business, including the reading of reports of the various officers. The
grand lodge, elected officers, but the
assembly will not elect officers until
today. The new officers of the grand
lodge are as follows: L. E. Sherwood
of Tucumcari, grand master; C. C.
Hill of Roswell, deputy grand master; T. M. Elwood of Las Vegas, grand
warden; N. E. Stevens of Albuquerque, grand secretary; "W. A. Tenney,
of Silver City, grand treasurer; representative to the sovereign grand
lodge, W. N. Twiggs of Portal es. The
appointive officers will be named tomorrow.
The Reibekah assembly is being presided over by Mrs. Anna Emmett of
Roswell, who Is district deputy president in the state.
Both the grand Idoge and the assembly are unusually well attended.

.'Jill.

Style that lasts

SALE

,

LAS VEGAS MAN IS ELECTED
GRAND WARDEN BY THE
STATE ASSOCIATION
N. M.,

1912.

OK

STATED

HUM!

Albuquerque,

9,

OF TIMBER FOR

DY THE ODD

FIGHT

OCTOEER

President
Vice President

Treasurer

Interest PaJd on Deposis

forests in Arizona and New Mexico experiences in past years and all
can Be logged cheaply. Maps and es- sales are handled by experienced forest
subdivisions are officers on the ground. Reasonable
timates by
available for a considerable portion ot time is allowed for removing the timber depending upon the amount
thia timber.
The government sells the stumpage
only. Blocks over. $100 In value are
advertised for 30 days upon application and sale made to the highest bidder. Contracts possess the advantages
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
of small installment payments in ad4
vance of cutting, eliminating necessity
for large Initial Investments on which
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 9. The Unit
interest must be earned from the
ed States district court is in session.
There are "no taxes to b Judge William H. Pope, presiding.
borne and fire risk is asseurd by the The grand jury has been organized as
government. Contracts specify a diam- I follows:
f
eter limit four and
feet above
Vicente Montoya, S. Rf. Brown. R
ground to which trees will be cut as S. Tipton, Clovis Downing, John A.
well as maximum stump heights and Haley, Jose A. Romero, Fernando Au
diameter to which material will be gust, Trinidad Martinez, Juan Chaves
utilized In tops. The piling of brush y Molina, L. R. Hughes, J. N. E. Quin-tanand the felling of occasional dead
Manual O. Trujillo, Lucio Garcia,
standing trees, which constitute a fire Erineo Cuerle, Porfirio Chaves, H. H.
menace, are required. A portion of the Kellogg, G. F. McNitt, Fred Thayer,
merchantable timber, seldom exceed- Lino Romero, Juan Ortega, and Juan
is usually reserved Dy Moya.
ing
the government for
purFollowing the empanelling of the
poses. Reasonable care must be ex- grand jury, J. D. Sena was appointed
ercised In reducing damage to young interpreter; R. W. Wittman, cr'.er and
growth lh logging. All contracts are Jose C Sanchez, William Tucker and
standarddeveloped through practical Victor Garcia, bailiffs.

In case Nos. 90, 92, 93 and 94, th
United States vs. the
Atchison,
and Santa Fe, for violations of
the
act defendants plead
guilty and the fine of $100 and costs
was imposed in each case.
A. Paul Siegel, of
Naravisa, was admitted to practice.
Gone to Dukte
City
Mrs. W. C. MoDonald, wife of
the
governor, has gone to the Duke City
to see her husbajid, who is 111.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the Ner
Mexico mounted police, and Chick
Clerk A. T. Koch, Mounted Policemen.
Hughes and Collier have gone to
To-pe-

one-hal-

a,

one-thir-

Sick headachA
. J;.
a
,ni,..j
ordered
stomach.
Take Chamber.
lain s Tablets and correct that and the
headaches will disappear.
For sale
by all dealers.
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N.
Mex.,
writes: "Mv wlfo t,oi
i.
choked
nearly
her to death, the worst
I ever saw.
We tried everything wa
could think f
AtA .
By good lack I happened to get a bot- i iuiivs noney and Tar
and it helped her at once. It
uio ubbc cougn medicine I
ot O. . Sohaefer and

.i

w

C--

Drug Co.
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LARGE MORTGAGE

EC01ED

E

I

YORK

LOAN OF $20,000,000 IS PLACED ON
A SKYSCRAPER AND ITS

SITE.

,

New York, Oct. 9 The largest mortgage ever placed on a single piece of
property will be recorded here, It is
reported, as soon as the details can
be arranged. The amount of the mortgage is now given as 119,500,000
though it may reach the J20,000,000
mark, an amount equal to 20,000 mortgages of the average size of $1,000
each. This hugh sum Is to he lent
on the ground and yet to be erected
building of an Insurance company in

the

Wall

street district

which was

burned out last winter. The site, a
square block in the territory contailand In the
ning the highest-price- d
world, was sold recently for the tidy
sum of $33,500,000.
The cost of the
new building aa now estimated will
be about $14,500,000 and It Is believed
that the total cost of the development may reach the $30,000,000 mark.
The annual Interest on this mortgage
d
will be sufficient to construct a
town or to build 20 miles of
first class railroad, since figured at
the rate of 5 per cent It will amount
to about $1,000,000 a year. The mortgage, It is understood, will take the
form for working purposes of a building loan, the money involved to be
furnished at various stages during
the construction of the new skyscraper which is to be put up and Which
will be the largest office building in
the world. While there is no chance
that a mortgage of such size would
ever be foreclosed, ,ther is considerable curious speculation here as to
what could be done in the way of selling such a property should such a proceeding become necessary. Because
of Its value as an investment, however, it is agreed that the world's biggest mortgage can never result In the
world's biggest foreclosure suit.
Hotels charge for Bread and Butter.
The most Btartling innovation which
has appeared in New York hotels and
restaurants in the memory of the present generation and one which is causing more bitter comment than the decision of the city's great caravansaries some years ago to serve1 only wine
during the celebration which has come
to mark New Year's Eve as the great-- j
est orgy of the year, is the announced
determination of hotel proprietors to
make a special charge of 10 cents to
each person for bread and butter
served at meals. New Yorkers have
long been used to having these articles served without extra charge and
have considered that they were more
than covered by the exorbitant
prices of other dishes which they have
paid without murmuring. As a result
of the imposition of this charge which
is expected to add $12,000,000 a year
to the hotel keepers' incomes they
are up in arms. In some quarters there
is even talk of bread riots, and while
it is not probable that anything of
this sort will result, it is certain that
the general public strongly resents
this attempt on the part of the hotels
to pick up a large sum of very easy
money. In answer to the proprietors'
good-eize-

arguments that it is a regular practice
In European hotels to make such a
charge, offended and protesting patrons point out that the regular dishes
which go to make up the meal bring
far .higher prices here than they do
abroad. With a pot of coffee containing perhaps two cents worth of ihe
beverage being charged at 30 cents or
more and many other things in proportion, the addition of the bread charge
is considered by many as indefensible.
Optimists on the other hand point out
that water, pepper, salt and sugar are
still not charged for directtly and urge
the kickers to be slier1, lest a direct
tax be levied on these hrticles as well.
The new policy of the hotels, however, seems likely to result In a
marked decrease in the consumption
of bread and rolls.
United States to Lead In Sugar.
That the United States has the opportunity to displace Germany aB the
greatest beet sugar producing country
of the world was the opinion given
by Dr. Alexander Herzfeld, director of
the German sugar institute in Berlin,
who returned home this week from an
American tour of investigation. Prof.
Herzfeld's reasons for this conclusion,
as explained to his friends among the
chemical experts here, are that the
United States has the greatest range
of soil and climate adapted to sugar
production af any nation and that the
possibilities of the Industry and its
benefits In increasing the yield of other crops grown in rotation with sugar
beets have now been so thoroughly
demonstrated that only unfavorable
legislation by congress can stay the
rapid and prosperous development oi
sugar production to a point where
America will grow all the sugar needed by its own people and possibly an
export supply in addition. In Germany on the other hand the professor
sees in the growing ascendancy of socialistic forces and the demand for a
withdrawal of the encouragement
which the government has extended
systematically to the German sugar
industry in the past a threat to the
further progress of sugar production
in the kaiser's domain. It is so rare
that Americans have a chance to
score over Germany in the industrial
race between the two countries that
Dr. Herzfeld's remarks have attracted
a great deal of attention here.

they might nave run aivay from Horn".
As conservative estimates of the
crowds which have mobbed the gates
0
at each game place the figure at
of whom at least 10 per cent was
made up of youthful enthusiasts not
over 15 years of age, the police captures of juvenile delinquent fans have
been few.. But never before has
there been such a striking Illustration
of the drawing power of the national

1

'

game.

.

Auto Accidents Increase.
In view of the latest statistics. New
Yorkers are more likely to pray to be
delivered from automobile
accidents
than from famine and pestilence, since
according to figures just collected no
less than 138 persons have been killed
and 952 injured in this city since the
first of the year oy the gasoline jug-

gernauts. These figures have already
doubled last year's record, with three
months yet to take their toll. Of all
kinds of accidents in the city whether
from trains, trolley cars, wagons or
boats, the recklessly driven automobile has accounted for more than all
other causes. The present laws governing the driving of automobiles in
the city are held by many to be at
fault. The speed limit is supposed to
be eight miles an hour through the
streets and four miles when turning
corners, although it is held by some
that another statute making any
speed beyond the point of safety the
limit should be applied. In such a
congested street as Fifth avenue, however, traffic to be accommodated must
move about 15 miles an hour, and as a
result to keep things moving the police themselves must become party to
an infraction of the law. In spite of
the long death and accident list, how
ever, New York has yet to see its first
case of imprisonment for reckless
driving.
W. A. Rimes, Rust on, La., writes:
"Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
have been marvellous, for I feel like
a new man. I suffered from kidney
and bladder troubles, but Foley Kid
ney Pills fixed me. I will recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney trou
ble." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE SUN
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY ARE
IMPROVING!.

New York, Oct 8. la spile of a
temporary setback induced by disturbing news from the Balkans, the stock
market showed a steady growth in underlying strength. Intrinsic conditions are sound. Business is daily becoming more active as the result of a
splendid harvest. Practically all crops
except cotton are beyond danger from
frost. The yield has been larger in
many cases than government estimates, and the quality of most crops
is exceptionally fine. Cotton is still
two or three weeks backward and will
not be entirely gathered for several
weeks to come, but the deterioration
in Augus was below the average.
The danger from early frost lias been
practically escaped and the outlook
is now more certain for a n.000,000
bale yield.
A noticeable feature is the early
marketing of grain. Receipts thu6
far at interior points are more than
double a year ago and far surpass all
previous records. The effect of this
prompt moving of the crops will be
twofold. In the first place, it will release earlier than expected the large
sums of money locked up in the west
to carry grain, and Buch funds will
return to the east correspondingly
early.Secondly, early marketing of
the crops will greatly stimulate retail
trade. The agricultural sections will
have money in hand, and will no doubt
spend more freely than if their funds
were locked up in crops. This activity
in trade will be reflected in a further
revival of industry, also in railroad
traffic. For some time past the
reads have been taxed to their utmost
capacity in the handling of freight
Gross earnings are consequently snow
ing handsome gains, and the returns
for September, October and November
should prove particularly gratifying
after the lean period which the roads
have been obliged to endure for the
past year or. two. This relief to the

re

Washington, Oct. 9. There is to be
a total eclipse of the sun tomorrow
'
Runaway Baseball Fans.
but few persons in the United States
Runaway juvenile baseball fans and none in Canada will have an op
from all parts of the country have portunity to view the phenomena.
kept the police department extremely Residents of southern Florida, if con
comes mme too soon. Already
busy during the playing here of the ditions are favorable, will be treated road g
games of the series for the world's to a partial performance by old Sol company managers were seriously
of large inchampionship. For days letters have when he hides himself behind the concerned as to the effect,
creases in costs for labor and mater
been coming to the commissioner of moon.
The path of totality will cross South ials which seriously impaired their
police from parents in other cities
and towns saying that their small boys America from a point near Quito, ability to attract new capital. This
have disappeared in most mysterious Ecuador, to Rio Janeiro, Brazil. The latter consideration was fast bringing
the railroads to a serious crisis. Their
ways, lured to New York, they believe, best place, it is figured, for obser
to procure capital,
will
attraction
the
series.
world's
in
the
be
the
of
vicinity growing inability
by
ing the eclipse
which
terms
on
they could ill
except
Apparently the magnet has proven so of the Brazilian metropolis. Here the
meant serious clipping in their
afford,
Eu
and
to
as
America
from
render
astronomers
ordinary scruples
strong
and
consequent failure
of no avail, and many are the reports rope have set up instruments with facilities
to properly
of youngsters who have secured mon- long, unpronouncable names to take through no fault of theirs
recent
The
serve
the
gain
public.
ey in one way or another to come to observations during the two minutes'
in earnings will certainly afford parNew York in the hope of seeing the duration of the total phase.
relief. Nevertheless, the situaA total eclipse is of popular inter tial
games. From one city comes the storv
one that demands serious and
of the disappearance of a 15 year oil est because as a mere spectacle it is tion Is
consideration from the
more
Impartial
boy together with $150. From his one of the most beautiful presented to
commerce commission withsmall boy friends who were disgrunt- human eyes. But the probleiLS upper- interstate
when
led because he refused to take them most in the minds of the sci?ntisfs out unreasonable delay. Possibly
elections are over the subject may
tne
are
he
learned
solar
him
in
with
his
father
connection
with
ihi'
eclipses
with less prejudice.
was bound f.r the polo grounds. Sini-iia- r those relating to the sun's corona, be acted upon
is also more
situation
The
money
sun
when
from
in
be
seen
the
have
which caa
stories
been coming
only
week
a
than
ago. Funds
many other points and as a result 1 shidden by the moon.' It is an ap satisfactory
the police have had added to l.jc ar- pendage to the sun, consisting ot verf withdrawn for Ooctober disbursements
In all probduous duty of handling the enormous tenuous gases chiefly, and apparently have already returned.
crows the hurden of keeping their eyes kept out in its position by a icpellent ability the extreme rates witnessed
last week will not be repeated for
open for youngsters who look as if power of the sun.
some time to come. A year ago we
were lending money freely to Europe.
At present we have full and profitable
employment, for all available funds.
Nevertheless, firm rates are promised
throughout the winter, and lending Institutions generally are enjoying a
period of exceptional prosperity. We
gold
have already taken 16,700,000
from Europe, and would have imported
I
still more were it not for the outbreak
in the Balkans and the fact that our
XH
'
Muffins can never be their best if made from lard and
needs are not urgent
The Balkan situation is naturally
soaked with grease.
,
taken much more seriously in Europe
Coltolene muffins are light, dry and crisp, because Cottolene
than here, having Induced extensive
heats to a higher temperature than butter or lard, without burning,
foreign selling of American stocks,
which were readily absorbed in this
and in cooking forms a crust
market. Europe appears to be al
this recipe FOR muffins which ehuts out the fat
having its little war scares, but
ways
1V2 tablespoons melted Cotiohnt
Viw
LOltOlene rnnkprt fnnrl i!
situation is one of parti
Balkan
1
this
milk
YW'
tablespoon
sugar
cups
l'2
3 cups sifted flour 1 scant teaspoon salt
cular significance. It means that with
digestible.
always
1 egg
3 teaspoons baking powder
in the next 50 years important chang
Cottoktie is much more eCO
Sift baking powder and flour together;
"
es will be made in the map of Europe.
':
add the cottoieue, sugar, egg and smiik
nomical than butter or lard.
seat of controversy lies in a re
The
to
less
milk
flour).
or
more
according
(use
A
gion where there is perpetual conflict
Made only by
i
between varied racial and religiout
W
VI
THE N. K. FAIRBANK
f
prejudices. The people are warlike,
COMPANY
I y
and have suffered for generations
from Turkish misrule. With changes
in social and political Ideals and with
progress in science, education and
economic conditions, general unrest
has increased, as in other parts of
the world; and some sort of readjustment giving the numerous small states
a more permanent and better govern
Until such rement is inevitable.
sults are attained, rest in this part of
Europe is impossible. Change is inevitable. It may come through war.
It may be that diplomacy will accom;
-i-MJ
plish by peaceful methods what can
only be attained at tremendous loss
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Soap and Ointment Cured.

--

3d annus. Vis. "When mj- hahj- vm mr
o!d UM-r- e cuse a m-- h oc hm t
which fiimliy spread until h gtx murly 1!
vtr his Uody. 11 fanned a crust on hm
Let 4, luur fell out snd tue ttcn was terrtie.
"Wion he wouid mteti the mint tun
On iw. and
would ooze out iii big
body it Tu is a ct--r tunc mid wmud tw
o3. Ee wau In great misery and as taicaus
I wouid iuy awake holding bin banag so
that be could not scratch and disnure irmt-ael- L
I tried si nunc rniwto at torn., torn
got medicine, but tt did no pnod. Finikiy
a tamid ut;5wd Curtrara BemsiteK. so
I sent for a sample to see what tacy would
do, wban to m? surprise afcer a ten applications I could see ao Improvement, and fie
would rust becus-- . I bought a box of Ouu-cu-m
Ointment and a et&e at Cuticum 6tsp
and batons I bad them ball used ray lati;-wacured. Hm. bead is now covered witii a
luxuriant growth of hair and bin cotapiaoon
is adnu-oby emrybod; and bag no
figuremeDta. I hope other mothsro will
profit by my eraerienne and not be worn
out with poor babies who are tortured with
akin and sculp affections."
(Signed) Mzm.
Annie Saunders, Sept 2, 1911.
Cuticura Soap and Oinanent d so mucts
far poor compk-ximas- .
red, roupt raimls. and
dry. thin and fulling hair, and cost so littte
that tt is almost criminal sot to use them.
Suld by dealers throughout the worid. liberal sample of each ts&Q?d tree, with 32-- p,
book an the skin and scalp. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
ender-Jaoi-d
mejl should use Cutico
Soap Shaidng fiOds, 2iS. tjtEfie turn.
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safety appliances.
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cause the winter is close at hand, aiid
"Iast year there were 20.296
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it is questionable if these minor printise
and
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sums of money necessary to carry ob
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(By Hamilton Fish, Jr., In New)
York Worfd)
In one particular the new rules point
to a reversion to the old school theory
of attack. The addition of one more
down makes it highly probable that
the offensive team, as soon as It gains
possession of the ball, will attempt,
for two downs at least, to rush. A
premium has been placed upon con
tinued possession of the ball, and luck,
which played such a large part in the
games last year, has been materially
abolished.
Straight football will be more in
evidence this year; consequently more
attention than ever will be paid to the
development of a swift attack. Now
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that pushing and pulling have been
Glazing.
It becomes Increasingly Im
abolished,
Estimates Cheerfully Glvn.
ETast Eld Plasa . . . . Old Town portant that the backs get to the open-

tad

ing before the defense has time

LAVNJMOVERS SHARPENED
Lock and lOuasmith Eicycle ao

Getral
S20-6t-

h

to

size 9 the play. There are many devices for speeding up the attack One
Is the starting signal; another, not
much practiced, to having the back-fiel- d

H. C. YOUNG

watch the center's wrlsta before

the ball Is put In play. It Is possible
by doing so to tell, by the snap of the

Repair

ZStGU PAiUTiUG
N.

429

0.

backflelds do today.
The direct jpass from center to halfback, used considerably at Yale, Is another tfevlce for increasing the speed
of a flay. In reality, the direct pass
sows up a play. The speed of a play
depends upon the amount of time the
runner takes to get' to hit the line.

HERMAN

Grand Ave

PLAZA HOTEL

prevents the runAnything whk-ner from concentrating his whole attention upon this essential is bad. The
direct pass Is bad In 'this respect because. Instead of removing all responsibility from the runner by permitting
the quarterback to feed the ball to
him, the runner must think of getting
the ball before he gets to his hole,
and If the direct pass is in the slight- est degree untrue hesitation on the
part of the runner results and the
speed of the! play la negatived.
The only, sound, sure and swift
manner of feeding the ball to the back
is through the medium of the quarter.
With the return 0 straight football
will come the sustained attack. It fa
likely that we shall see more "goal-linmarches" this year.
FORMER CHICAGO STAR QUITS A8
When the offensive team starts on
..MANAGER OF BOSTON.
its march down the field it will be
NATIONALS
good policy to wear down the defense
;
by the use of a highly diversified atBoston, Oct. 9. Manager Johnny tack.
Kling of the Boston Nationals, In a Speed not only In the execution of
Jetter to newspaper; Wends la Boston, the plays but In the rapidity with
today, announces his retirement from which the plays follow one another
feast Ml. lie slate that he Is satis- will be In evidence.
fied, after vainly seeking for a con- - The defense must not be given time
terence with President Gaffney of the to guess the psychology of the attack,
J;oeton club for over a week, that the and In proportion as the distance to
rumors of George Stalling being his the goal line diminishes the speed of
successor are true, although he has In the attack should increase.
Ms possession a telegram from Gatf-eadvising him not to place any When you have, a bad cold you want
In the story that Stalling the best medicine obtainable so as to
would be the manager of the Boston cure it with as little delay as pos
sible. Here is a druggists opinion:
club for niZ.
"I have sold Chamberlain's
Cough
did
ball
not
attend
Saturday's
Kllng
Remedy for fifteen! years," says Enos
K&me between the Braves and the Lollar of Saratoga, lad., "and considPhillies, but (left for Me home In er it the best on the market" For
Kansas City early In the evening. sale by all dealers.
filing refuse to be disgraced or de"I see that your Journal of Housegraded. jje feig that President Gaff
hold
Information has introduced a deYork
New
him
to
to
trade
ney Intends
"
4,r Pittsburgh or Philadelphia or some partment labeled 'Jokes.'
"It
trad"Yes,"
the
to
replied
be
publisher,
refuses
ther club. Kling
ed any more, nor will he accept a sub was positively necessary to supply
ordinate position In the Boston club. something to explain the conduct of
In his letter announcing bis retire- people who got to laughing at our
ment he hlnt.9 that the club was so 'Household Hints.' "
f,adly handicapped by the former
,
John M. Ward, that the Here is a woman who speaks from
fresidp-ntteam was really disorganized. Since personal knowledge and long experi
Mrs. P. II. Brogan, of Wll
"Ward was bought out the Boston club ence, viz, who
son, Pa.,
says, "I know from ex
T.a
won almost half of Its games. It perience that Chamberlain's Cough
than
finished eight games better
Remedy Is far superior to any other.
Just year, and he points to the fact For croup there is nothing that ex1."
For sale by all dealer.
that he was without a real shortstop cels
declares
season.
Kllng
of
the
half
for
"I'll succeed on the stage, ail right.
did as well as anybody could under I
the right eye for effect,"
have
the circumstances. He declares that "Have the eye, have you? Then
t.A has played his last major league
get the rest of It."
rmw. He hints that he would like you'll
"Get what?"
could
to get his release so that he
"The hook,"
pen negotiations with an American
Association club to act as manager,
"Vou seemed to enjoy that orator's
While Kllng has not been the Kling
remarks."
lie was a few years ago, yet his bat"Well," answered the devoted mothting was fine this year and he was
"I don't care so much for speaking
er,
lehinfl the bat in more than half ol
the cluVs games. His batting aver myself. But that gentleman's gestures
was over .300, It is doubtful ii do sd arnus the baby!"
Kllng can get out Of the National
young children you have
1t.r.nii, tor he would be Just the man If you have
noticed that disorders of the
perhaps
New
Cincln
Yo,.
Pit
Philadelphia,
stomach are their moot common alior Pittsburgh.
ment. To correct this you will find
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets excellent They are easy and
pleasant to take, and mild and gentle
Old pa par tor sate, optse ornce in
effect. For sale by all dealers.
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When Perkins, without consulting
Mrs. Perkins, invited Hlnchett to
spend a week end with him and his
wife at their suburban home, he made
the error of falling to Dry into
Hlnchett's family affairs as a preliminary move. He realized later that
he should have put Hlnchett through
the third degree of the census bureau before extending the invitation.
Thus he would have escaped the confusion that overwhelmed him on the
Saturday when Hlnchett' descended

New York, Oct. 9. Interest In avia- upon the Perkins establishment with
ano wife, two children and one brln-il- e
tion circles Is now directed to the
bulldog.
meet next Saturday at Oakwood
"I had to bring the dog," explained
ausHlnchett brightly, when Perkins met
Heights, Staten Island, under the
pices of the Aeronautical soolety, iim at the foot of the steps, "because
whose new aviation field the day's there is no one In our apartment
house that I could trust with him.
events will formally open.
3ood old Bruno!
He has to be fed
be
will
the last attempt at an
It
ust so or he is unhappy. Mrs.
"event" for the season, which is now
he went on, with a wave of his
practically over. The society has
iand toward his wife, "and the little
itself" to provide features which Hlnchetts."
should make the meet one to be rePerkins knew that his wife was
membered, even though It be the matching the reception from behind
"swan song" of aviation In this coun- '.he living room curtains and that his
Handing at his domestic hearth detry for the next two or three years.
pended upon his carrying the matter
Aviator Beatty promises to "pull off iff with the air of its
being quite what
a stunt" that will set the spectators le had expected.
gasping. It will be an "serial turkey "Come right in," exclaimed Perkins,
trot." Other aviators in and around leartlly, as the children began pulling
New York have entered, and both ov he geraniums out of his wife's flower
erland and hydroaeroplane flights will oxes beside the steps. "Glad you
the dog. Hell be company
be made. F. Rodman Law will make irought
or our dog. Let me take your
a parachute drop from an aeroplane.
tt
Application has been made to the
"Oh, there's a hammockl" Mrs.
exclaimed, making a dive for it.
secretary of the navy for permission
to have one of the battleships used as 'I'm Just worn out with the long trip
a target for the dropping of make- - torn our place and the railroad drive
ind
the walk up here In the sun.
believe bombs. The idea is to have rou then
won't mind if I lie down a mln-itthe battleship anchored in the lower
will you?"
bay so that the aviators can fly with
"Lillian isn't very strong,"
their hydrooeroplanes from the anchor- explained.
"Certainly not!" Perkins told her.
chorage of the new flying grounds.
Rear Admiral Osterhaus and all the Go right ahead, Mrs. Hlnchett, and
et rested. That's what we're here
officers and sailors of the fleet have or."
been invited to attend.
She tumbled Into the hammock and
Aviator Harry B. Brown, a few days Slnchett went down Into the front
ago, made the first flight on the new rard to encourage Bruno in digging
field. His arm was bound up in ip the pansy bed that Mrs. Perkins
splints, his wrist having been frac tad been working over all season. As
tured a couple of weeks before at Perkins walked into the hall with the
tatchels his wife seized him.
Rlverhead, L. I, where It was caught
"Why didn't you tell me these peoin his propeller. He took up with him
ple had children?" she hissed into his
his mechanician, Hazard. The inten ar. "I could have gone away or got
tion was to fly across the Narrows and icarlet fever or something. You know
over Brooklyn, but Brown's arm be bat I've nobody to help me with the
gan to swell and he had to come down, lousework. And I was planning to
The flight was made against orders make Jelly today."
"Hlnchett held out on me," murof his physician. His arm was found mured
Perkins.
never mentined
to be swollen to twice Its normal size. the kids. For the "He
love of Pete, go and
looks
as
It
though the long warfare alk to em."
between the Aeronautical ooclety and "And that woman In the hammock
the Aero Club of America has come to Is the one you said would help me
an end. At a meeting last week in make Jelly If I let them come today,"
the rooms of the society It was decid Bis wife said witheringly,
"Maybe she will," countered Pered to bury the hatchet, the interests
kins. "You haven't asked her yet"
of aviation at the present stage of the
Then Mrs. Perkins eoaxed up a welgame requiring a conservation and a coming smile for the guests and
went
concentration of all possible sources out to meet them, murmuring words
of support. It was decided to invite 3t sympathy for Mrs. Hlnchett, whose
the Aero club to participate in the fatigue threatened to become percoming meet, with the understanding manent. About that time the Perkins
that no events of a purely sporting na fox terrier arrived from an excursion
foreign fields. When the two
ture be included in the program. This into
men had pried the bulldog loose from
clause was inserted to allow the par the fox terrier's
neck Perkins took his
ticipation of jjie aviators suspend 3d dog Into the basement and chained
by the Aero club for participating in him to the furnace.
tne unlicensed meet at Boston on While Mrs. Hlnchett, from the
depths of the hammock, was explainJuly 1.
Despite the loss of five army aviat ing to Mrs. Perkins how badly she felt
ors this year the government will con- most of the time and how quickly she
succumbed before exercise of any
tinue Its experimentation, recognizing
kind, Perkins took Hlnchett down to
that the aeroplane must be a factor in show him the village
hall, and the
warfare.
other sights of which the residents of
the suburb are Justly proud. He want"Are you. under any obligation to ed to get away from the atmosphere
of the berries, which his wife had
that great capitalist?"
stocked up with to make Jelly that
None whatever," replied the candi
day. When they returned an hour or
date. "I have done him the favor of so later
they found the Hlnchett's y
permitting him to contribute to my
had set fire to the barn, which
campaign, thereby giving an indorse bad been saved by a remarkable demment of his high character for which onstration of energy on the part of
his mother, ably assisted by Mrs. Parhe should be eternally grateful."
kins, in pumping water and passing
buckets.
3. W. Copeland, of Dayton. Ohio.
Dinner was not exactly a Joyous
purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's meal. Inasmuch as Mrs. Perkins
kept
Cough Remedy for his boy who had
a cold, and before the bottle was all thinking of new things to say to her
used the boy's cold was gone. Is that husband after the Hinchetts were
not better than to pay a five dollar gone, and Hlnchett whiled a way the
doctor s bill? For sale by all dealers, hour with a detailed description of his
courting days up to the moment when
Lillian shyly consented to be his.
"You can't tell me there is no honThen before the men had finished
esty in the world."
their cigars after dinner the Hin"How now?"
chetts' girl fell out of a cherry tree
"I left a box of clgarg somewhere and broke her collarbone trying to get
the other day. Somebody found it, the only two cherries on the tree.
"I'm afraid we'll have to go home
smoked one and returned the rest."
with her," sighed Mrs. Hlnchett.
"Oh, must you go?" Mrs. Perkins
H. M. Beatty, Ltttle Rock, Ark., asked, while Perkins dashed
upstairs
says: "For the pat two years I suf- for the suitcases.
fered with kidney trouble had severe
When the guests had been safely
pains across my back and over my
upon the train PerklnB turned
hips that almost meant death to me placed
at times. I used several well known to his wife with both hands held aloft.
"Never again!" he said fervently.
kidney remedies, but got no relief until I used Foley Kidney Pills. These "That week end thing isn't what it's
I can truthfully say made me a sound advertised to be."
His wife smiled grimly. "We'll have
and well man." O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co.
to hurry home," she said. "You have
a hard day's work ahead of you yet
"Think before you speak," said the making Jelly."
"But it's late," protested Perkins.
prudent person.
"It will be a great deal later before
"I always do so," replied Senator
you get to bed tonight," returned. Mrs.
In"I
an
never
have
Sorghum.
given
Perkins. Chicago Daily News.
terview without having a repudiation
ready in case it should prove unsatisWhat Makes Snow Warm.
factory."
Enow is warm by virtue of its light
But it is also
and woolly texture.
The Indignant Georgian clenched his warm on account of Its whiteness,
Had snow been black, it would have
fists and his eyes flashed fire.
"What's the matter?'' queried the absorbed the heat of the sun and melted quickly.
Instead, it reflects heat,
bodand the reflected heat falls
"That blooming guy from Indiana," ies above the snow, while theupon
warmth
he snorted, "is putting salt on his
of the earth is preserved beneath it.
..vl-atlo- n

Hin-shett- ,"

"ex-tnde- d
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O. O. MOOSE Meets first and
third Thursday evening each month
at W. O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
cordially Invited. Dr. H. W. Hout,
Dictator; J. Thornhill, Secretary.

O. E.
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E. Las Vegas
wrists before the ball is passed, Just
when it Is coming, so that the backs
can start with the ball and not a
Automobile, Carriage &
shade of a second after It, as so many
Street

AT SUBURBAN

PROMISES 80ME
PRISES AT OAK
SATURDAY AFTERNOON.

QUARTERBACK IS ONLY J SURE
MEDIUM TO HANDLE
PASSES

9,

THEIR INVITED GUESTS

1ILLEKS

DIRECT PASS 1143
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Qirl for light housework.
orand avenue.

(

tt

FRATERNAL,

WANTED--

O. R.

a

8 o'eloek.

YOUNG man wants to
practice shortuuu wun some one evenings. Call
Main 209 after 6 p. m.

BROTHERHOOD

LOCAL

NO.

iciKeeta

position (by a good cook.
appiy izzx Mora avenue.

every Monday night at
Halt, oa Boaglas avenue, at
VIM Ha

cotdSally waleoraa.

-

bmIm .r.

B.

EL

nHngl

preaeat; J. T. Batter, secretary;
c. H. Bally, treararar.

m CA!

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

X....

1:10 p. m.
p m
a. m.
1:45 p. m.

4.... 11:06
8.... 1:15

I:U 9. at,
11:19 9.
a. as.

l:tl

10....
!:lt 9. (&
WHEN you want livery, remember
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Cooley Stables.. Best of outfits and
Meet lm the foreet of broth art
WEST SOUND
prices right.
,
love at Woodmen of tb
Worl-hall- ,
No. 1
1:20 p. m.....,Jtl:4i a, IS
oa tha second and fourth Fr No. 1......6:10 a. m..J,....6:16 a. av
WANTED--A few customers for
pure
day of each month at 8 p. m, C. Cla. No. 7
4:40 p. m.
4:W a. t
milk from the Valley
Dairv- - 19
Consul; G. L&emmle, Clerk. VlsD No.
6:35 p. m
7:0 a. as
quarts for $1; 12 pints for 60c. Cash
lng neighbors are especially vi
wnen mun is delivered.
Telephone
coma and cordially invited.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
orders to J. H. Stearns grocery.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased
of the ear.
J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO.
WANTED TO rent or
65, There is only one portion
to cure deafway
buy medium
I. O. of B.
avqry find ness, and that is by constitutional
size nouse. Apply 620 Grand avenue.
Tuesday of the month in tha veatry remedies. Deafness is caused by an
room of Temple MonteCore at I inflamed condition of the mucous lino'clock p. m. Visiting brother are ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a
Isaac Appal, rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
cordially Invited.
President; Gbarlca Oroeaclay, Sao and when it is entirely closed, deafFOR SALE CHEAP Furniture. 1005
ness is the result, and unless the inretary.
san Francisco avenue. '
flammation can be taken cut and this
cube restored to its normal conditions.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC't hearing will be
FOR SALE J. Bauer & fin la
destroyed forever;
884.
.NO.
Meets second and foani nine cases out of ten are caused by
right piano, a Chase & Rnkfr niann
catarrh, which is nothing but an inThursday in O. R. C. hall. Floss
player and 100 records for player
flamed condition of the mucous surbuilding. Visiting members arc e
at ib urand avenue.
faces.
diaUy in vied. Peter Emeoaker, G
We will give One Hundred Dollars
tor any case of deafness (caused by
K., Richard Devlna, I. S,
FOR SALE Base burner and furni
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
ture baturday afternoon at 90G
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulI. O. O.
Third street
LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO. ars, free.
1. Meets every Monday
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
evening ai
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit
bAXM Low, family horse and
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiHouse for rent furnished,
buggy.
lng brethren cordially Invited to at
or unfurnished. 812 Eighth street
tend. J . D. FridenaUne, N. G.; pation.
Frank Friee, V. G.; T. IS. Elwood
H. E. Archer, merchant of West-oveFOR SALE Good Jack; three
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer;
years
states: "My boy had a
wu, a Dargain. Inquire of William
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee. severe Ala.,
attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe he could not get out of bed for
bnmingiaw, Investment and Agena week. The first few doses of Focy Corporation.
tf, F. O. EMeeta first and third Tuee
ley's Honey and Tar relieved him
day evenings each month, at Wood and before we had given htm the conFOR SALE Household furniture and
man halL Visiting Brothers eot tents of one bottle, he was well. Fohouse for rent 902 Third street
dlally invited to attend. A. at ley's Honey and Tar Compound is
In our house. It is
Adler, President; E. C, Ward, See kept continually
perfectly safe and effective." O. G.
FOR SALE One house and lot; one
retary.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
nouse and two lots. A snap for
cash. Must sell this month
See
Cutler Brothers.
--

rw

r,

RETAIL PBICES

FOR SALE CHEAP-Te- am
of small
mares, well matched; ride, drive or
work; gentle. Light spring wagon
and harness. Ben Bruhn Livery

Barn.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Lai Vegas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

FOR
RENT Two
housekeeping
rooms. Inquire 414 Seventh street.
!

Fourth street

FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
no sick people. See Cutler Broth
ers.
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
choice rooms in the New Elks'
Home.

Fine suite of furnished N
housekeeping rooms, electtic lights.
baths, etc. Excellent location, 818
Eighth street

FOR RENT

I

ANT Adi

FOR RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping, with use of kitchen.
1022

gSe aer 1t Iha.
tSc per 1$t lb.
SSe per 1M fee,
4e per 1 It.
C$e par 1st lea.

AGUA PURACOIIPA!NY

FOR SALE Five room house, barn
chicken lot, garden and lawn. Cheap
If taken at once, as we are ieiviig
town. Also 50 Rhode Island Red
chickens. 910 Fifth street.

FOR RENT Suite of light housokeep- lng rooms, first floor, electric lights,
Also front bedroom. Apply 11 to 1,
or after 5 o'clock. 508 Main avenue,

,..

M9 U. a Mors, Eaoh Delivery
iym fee. to EfS Ibe, Eaen Delivery
ESt Ike. to WW! Umw Eaot. DcGvery
64 fee. to tS Ibe, Eaoh DeKvery
Lees Than M Iba. Eaeh Delivery

re Best
Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whora-a- mon
al
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is "WORTH MOST to some- one who reaus me aas. m this newspaper and
would never
near ot your property unless it were advertised
here.
Ji
Who rcuft nnrl
UttierS.
uo.
.u iais newspaper, wan
(and are anxious to find and tav
fnr
used machinery and furniture, articles of
usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.

an...

--

ch

-

wi

A the
deified a3s. are read by all passible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the find-r- s of
th,
best markets!
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aaa preside si

He sat down. There was silence
for a moment and then a buzz of whispering. Captain lil.en, who had heard
i
it r .
. him with a face of Iron
hardness,
rapped the table.
"We will sing In closln'," he said,
"the
hymn. After which
the benediction will be pronounced,"
The Regular minister left the
a, ouzz or wniBDerinsr and. in fwmf
meotina- with tha uiin3nDBiiii
men
women
and
wer tnnriw uunv
many
mat na hurt
union
to
look.
Author oF
up
iy. His visit, Instead of tending toward
Ezekiel Bassett
better understanding and more cor-and whispered In bis
reiuuunaciD. una nuan
tain's expression of righteous Indigna- uiui
..pai.u
as an Intrusion.
tion changed to one of blank astonSo that Old blsrot was K v , tt
ishment. He. too. eased at th
lr1' "uncle."
It hardly seem.d nos- corner. Then his lips tightened and slble that
who appeared so re-she,
he rapped smartly on the table.
uneo ana ladylike when he met her
HmMmr'MnMaMiMHnanHia
h
us
"My
"let
bow
said,
friends,"
at the parsonage. ahnnM nn a naniu
(Continued from Yesterday.)
ousnes. in tn
i" nfT zi ,in prayer."
oi tnat curious company. When he
John Ellery could have repeated that rose to
hornbeam Mr. Ellery stood still, in
speak he had seen her In the
Sllefy Thought or tue meats si bis was debating in his mind a nnenttnn : prayer, almost word for word, years front row. beside th thin.
after
that
The
should
night
he or should he not enter that
captain prayed .female who had entered the chapel
(City boarding house and shuddered.
for the few here gathered together: wun
H was an orphan and had
boarded building?
captain Hammond and with her.
Let
be
them
steadfast. Let them be She was
As he stood there, erouns of neonia
for years. Incidentally, he had worked
looking at him Intently. Th
in
constant
the way. The path they lamp over
the speaker's table had
emerged from the fog and darkness were
treading might be narrow and be- snone full on her face and the
ana passed m at the door. Some of
picture
set
with
was
but
It
the
thorns,
them he had seen during his fortnight
path remained In his memory. Ho saw her
to
leading
glory.
in Trumet. Others were stranears to
eyes and the wavv shadow
nf
"Scoffers may sneer," he declared, nair on ner
him. A lantern danced and wabbled
forehead.
his
voice rising; "they may make a
He had taken but a few stem whn
up the "Turn-off- "
from the direction
of the bay shore and the packet wharf. mock of us, they may even come into there was a rustle in the wet
It drew near, and he saw that it wbb thy presence to laugh at us, but theirs .behind hlra.
carried by an old man with long, white !s the laugh that turns to groanin'."
Mr. Ellery" whlBDered a vote
And so on, his remarks becoming "Mr.
hair and chin beard, who walked with
Ellery, may I sneak to von int
more
personal and ever pointing like a moment?"
a slight limp. Beside him was a thin
woman wearing a black poke bonnet a compass needle to the occupant of
He wheeled In surnrlse.
i
and a shawl. In the rear of the pair that seat in the corner.
"Why! why. Miss Van Horn!" h
"O Lord," prayed Captain Hammond,
came another woman, a vouns woman
exclaimed. "Is It you?"
the
in
beads
on
his fore
perspiration
I felt, she said, "that I must
judging by the way she was dressed
and her lithe, vigorous step. The trio head, "thou hast said that the pastors you and explain. I am so sorry you
halted on the platform of the building. become brutish and have not sought came here
Oh, I wish you
the old man blew out the lantern, thee and that they shan't prosper. nadnt. What made you do it?"
us
to
Help
labor
with
one
this
tonight
Then he threw the door onen and
"I came," began Ellery, somewhat
stream of yellow light poured over that he may see his error and repent sumy, "because I well, because I
In
sackcloth
and ashes."
tne group.
!
thought it might be a good thing to
They sang once more, a hymn that do."
The young woman was Grace Van
Horne. The minister recognized her prophesied woes to the nnhplinvpr
There was a bitterness in his tone,
at once. Undoubtedly, the old man Then Ezekiel Bassett rose to "testify." unmistakable. And a little laugh from
was
to
ine
.he ef his companion did not tend to soothe
mainly
with the limp was her guardian, Cap
testimony
tain HDen Hammond, who, by common fect that he was happy because he had his feelings.
fled
to
the ark of safety while there
"Thank you," he said. "Perhaps it
report, had spoken of him, Ellery,
captain Elkanah Daniels and HI as
was yet time.
a "hired priest."
is funny. I did not find it so. Good
Daughter Made Their Flret Formal
Captain Eben called for more testi evening."
The door closed. A few moments
tan.
thereafter the sound of a squeaky me- - mony.' But the testifiers were, to use
The girl detained him as he was
'
bib way through college. Captain El- - looeon came from within the building. the old minstrel Joke, backward in turning away.
aanan cleared his throat
It wailed and quavered and groaned. coming forward that evenlntr. At. an
"I
came
after you," went on Grace
...
. .
.
"Keziah," ho commanded.
"Hum-ha- !
i wen, wun a suaaenness that
was ordinary meeting, by this time, the rapidly and with nervous haste, "beand
shouts
Keziah. come in hero a miniitn
enthusiasm
would
came
have cause I felt that you ought not to mis
the first verse of a
startling,
Keziah came in, response to the call, hymn, sung with tremendous enthusi- been at their height and half a dozen judge my uncle for whnt
h imfri tn.
s
on
her sewing in her hand. The renova- asm:
their feet at once re- - night. He wouldn't have hurt
tion of the parsonage had so far prolatlng their experiences and proclaim- feelings for the world. He is a your
good
who shall answer when the Lord ing their happiness.
But tonight man and does good to
gressed that she could now find time "Oh, shall
If
everybody.
call
was a damper; the presence of you
there
for a little sewing, after the dinner
His ransomed sinners home?
only knew the good he does do,
or
reader
ine
were
the opposition cast a you wouldn't you wouldn't dare think
aiBnes
done.
shadow over the eatheriner
The halleluiah
chnrim
riniv th hardly of him."
"Keziah," said the captain pompousv.. . o
ly, "we expect you to look out for Mr. lng when the watcher across the bravest attempted BDfirh. TIia nth pro
"I'm not judging your uncle," he defcuery in every respect The parish street stepped out from the shadow sat i silent, showing their resentment clared.
"It seemed to me that the
of the hornbeam.
committee expects that yes."
Without a pause aim contempt Dy frowning glances boot was on the other leg."
he strode over to the olatform. An. over their shoulders and nortentntm
"Ill try," said Mrs. Coffin shortly.
"I know, but you do Judge blm, and
"Yes. Well, that's all. You can go. other moment and the door had shut noas one to the other.
you mustn't. You see, he thought you
The captain looked over tii moot. had come to make fun of
We must be going, too, Mr. Ellery. behind him.
him and us.
The minister of the Trumet
Please consider our house at your dising. .
Some of the Regular people do, people
1 m
church
Come-Oute-r
had
he
ashamed."
entered
"ashannxl
posal any time. Be neighborly
said,
the
who aren't fit to tie his- shoes. And
hum
or the behavior of some of us in the so he
ha! be neighborly."
chapel to attend a Come-Oute- r
prayer-meetinspoke against you.
Hell be
s
Lord
house.
This has been a failure. sorry when he thinks it over. That's
"Yes," purred Annabel. "Do come
this
and nee us often. Congenial society
service of ours. We have kent what I came to tell you. I ask
your
Js very scarce in Trumet, for me espesim wnen we should have' iustlfieo our pardon for for him."
CHAPTER IV.
raitn. and allowed the nwaon
rp
cially. We can read together., Are
She turnedaway now, and it was
you fond of Moore, Mr. Ellery? I just In Which the Parson Cruises In stranger to interfere with our duty the minister who A
to the Almighty. And I will
I
dote on him."
"I've been thinking," he said
Strange Waters.
say," he
The Come-Oute- r
chaael was an ham added, his voice rising and trembling for in his present state of mind slowly.
The last "hum ha" was partially
was
it
w indignation, "to him whn am a hard thing to say. "that Derhans I
drowned by the click of the gate. Ke- inside, almost, as it was without. Bare
wooden walls, a beamed ceiling, a here uninvited and broke up this meet- - ought to
ziah closed the dining-roodoor.
apologize, too. I'm afraid I
"Mrs. Coffin," said the minister, "I raised platform at one end with a in , mat it would be well for him to did disturb your service and I'm sorry.
shan't trouble the parish committee. table and chairs and the melodeon remember the words of Scriptur', 'Woe I meant well, but
Whii'i
Be sure of that I'm perfectly satis-fled.-" upon it, rows of wooden settees for unto ye, false prophets and workers Rain?"
the congregation that was all. As of iniquity.' Let him remember what
There was no doubt about it; it was
the divine wisdom nut into mv head rain and plenty of it.
Keziah sat down in the rocker and the minister entered, the worshipers
to
read
'The pastors have swooping downpour that beat
her needle moved very,, briskly for a were standing up to sing. Three or oecome
the
brutish and have not sought trees and bushes and roared upon the
sputtering oil lamps but dimly
moment
Then she said, without four
upon
the Lord; therefore they shall not roof of the chapel. The minister
illumined the place and made recognihur
looking up:
tion uncertain.
prosper.' "
riedly raised his umbrella.
"That's good. I own up I like to
"Amen!"
"Amen!" "Amen!" "So
The second verse of the hvmn was
"Here!" he commanded, "von Tniisf
hear you say It And I am glad there Just
be it!" The cries came from all parts take the umbrella.
Really, you must.
are some things I do like about thia of beginning as Ellery came in. Most of the
little room. They ceased You haven't one and you'll he wf
the forty or more grown people in
new place of mine. Because well,
for John Ellery was on his through."
because there's likely to be others that the chapel were too busy wrestling abruptly,'
with
tune
She pushed the umbrella aside.
the
to turn and look at him. feet.
;I shan't like at all."
A child here and there In the back
re"T Ann't
"No, no," she answered.
"I
ifammond,"
"Captain
said,
he,
On Friday evening the minister row
;
twisted a curious neck but twist- alize that I have no right to speak in need it; I'm used to wet weather:
conducted his first prayer meeting. ed back
again as parental fingers this building, but I must say one truly I am. And I don't care for this
.Before it, and afterwards, he heard
tugged at its ear. The minister tip- word. My coming here
may hat; it's an old one. You have a inn
a good deal concerning the Come-- j toed
to a dark corner and took his have been a mistake; I'm inclined to way to go and I haven't. Please. Mr.
Outers.
He learned that Captain stand in front of a vacant settee.
think it was. But I came not, as you Ellery, I can't take it."
Eben Hammond had preached against
The man whom Ellery had decided seem to infer, to sneer and scoff; cer7f. n
'Very well" was the sternly
Ihlm in the chapel on Sunday. Most
must be Captain Eben Hammond was tainly I had no wish to disturb your sacrificing reply, "then I shall certain
of his own parishioners seemed to
standing on the low platform beside service. I came because I had heard ly go with, you as far as the gate. I'm
thick it a good Joke.
the table. A quaint figure, patriarchal repeatedly, since my arrival in this sorry, if my company is distasteful,
The sun of the following Thursday with its
flowing white hair and beard, town, of this society and its meetings.
'morning rose behind a curtain of fog
I had heard, too, that there seemed
He did not finish the sentence thtnv.
puritanical with Its set, smooth-shaveas
of
the
dense
that
upon
day
jas
to be a feeling of antagonism, almost ing, it may be, that she
and
brows.
tufted
Eben
lips
Captain
'which Ellery arrived. A flat calm in
might finish
held an
hymn book back In one hatred, against me among you here. it for him. But she was niiant nw.ai
;the forenoon, the wind changed about hand andopen
time with the other. I couldn't see why. Most of you have, removing her hand from the handle.
beat
three o'clock, and, beginning with a He wore
spectables well I believe, been at one time members She took a sten forward
jsharp and sudden squall from the down toward the tip of his nose. of the church where I, preach.
I holding the umbrella over her head.
jnorth-wes- t
blew hard and steady. Yet
wished to find out
a
myself how They plashed on, without speaking,
.the fog still cloaked everything and Swingingin a heavy, stubby finger and much of truth there for
was in the sto- through the rapidly forming
singing
high, quavering voice of
puddles.
refused to be blown away.
no
ries I had heard and to see If a betPresently she stnmhied
"Goin out in this, Mr. Ellery!" ex- thirdparticular register, he led oft the ter
verse:
feeling between the two societies caught her arm to prevent her falling.
claimed Keziah, in amazement, as the
To his surprise he felt that arm shake
'minister put on his hat and coat about "Oh, who shall weep when the roll is
in his grasp.
seven that evening. "Sakes alive!
called
'Why. Miss Van Hum.)"
And who shall shout for Joy?"
you won't be able to see the way to
claimed in great concern, "are
you
the gate. It's as dark as a nigger's
The singing over, the worshipers
crying? I bee
pocaet ana inicner man young ones sat down. Captain Eben took
a fig
I wouldn't think of going another step
In a poor man's family, as my father ured
handkerchief from his pocket
witn you. i didn't mean to trouble
used to say. YouH be wet through. and
The thin,
wiped his forehead.
you. I only
if you will please take
are
world
the
bound
in
for
you
jWhere
young woman who had
tnis umbrella"
this night?"
been humped over the keyboard of the
Again he tried to transfer the umi
The minister equivocated. He said
brella and again she pushed It away.
ine had been In the house all day and melodeon, straightened up. The worf P
X
shipers relaxed a little and began to
"I I'm not crying," she
!felt like a walk.
gasped;
look about.
"but oh, dear! this Is so funny!"
"Well, take an umbrella, then," was
Then the captain adjusted his spec"Funny!" he repeated. "Well, peradvice.
"You'll
jthe housekeeper's
tacles and opened a Bible, which he
haps it is. Our Ideas of fun seem to
need it before you get back, I cal'late." took from
the table beside him. Cleardiffer. I "
It was dark enough and thick
his
be
announced
ing
that
throat,
he
"Oh, but it is so funny. You don't
enough, in all conscience. The main
understand. What do you think your ;j
!road was a black, wet void, through would read from the Word, tenth
congregation would say if they knew 1
which gleams from lighted windows chapter of Jeremiah:
'"Thus saith the Lord. Learn not
you had been to a
s
meetwere big vague, yellow blotches. The
ing and then insisted on seeing a
umbrella was useful in the same way the way of the heathen, and h not
r
girl home?"
that a blind man's cane is useful, in dismayed at the signs of heaven; for
"
John Ellery Wallowed hard. A vifeeling the way. Two or three strag- the heathen are dismayed at them.'
sion of Captain Elkanah Daniels and
glers who met the minister carried
The shout came from the second
the stately Miss Annabel rose before
lanterns. John Ellery stumbled on
bench from the front, where Ezekiel
his mind's eye. He hadn't thought of
.through the mist till he reached the
his congregation in connection with
"C.'irners" where the store was located Bassett. clam diceer and tervnt r- "I'm Not Crying" She Gasped.
tnis impromptu rescue of a damsel in
and. the roads forked. There, he ligionist, was always to be found on
distress.
.turned to the right, into the way meeting nights. Ezekiel was the fa might not be broucht about.
Those
ther of Susannah B. BassetL "Sukev
"Possibly your Uncle Eben might be
called locally "Hammond's Turn-off.- "
B." for short, who played the melo- were my reasons for comine here to somewhat
r surprised if h knRw
A tshort distance down the "Turn-off- "
As
for
night.
:
my
a
false
proph-deon. He had been, by successive
being
you were with me. Perhaps he might
stood a small,
building.
eL ano a worter of
iniquity" he have something to say on the eub- a.
seizures, a Seventh
Its windows alight Opposite its door, Second Adventist, a Day Baptist,
smiled "well, there is another v(.rH
MHIerite, a Regu- of
ieqt.
on either side of : the road, grew
Scripture i would call to your at- -'
lar, and was now the most energetic
Vem
surrounded
ention: Judge not, that ye be not
.'iteJS..- - Later, he was to be- "
(To Ho Continued)

seances.
amen wus so sudden and
emphatic that it startled the reader
into looking up. ' Instead of the faces
of hia congregation, he found himself
treated to a view of their back hair.
Nearly every head Was turned nwi.,i
the rear corner of the room, there was
table-tipptn-
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See Van Petten for lnauranca.

Light automobile

Call at Lndwig

lamps at 6:12
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Weld's Hardware Store All this Week

AT ANY PRICE

clock tills evening.
Close crotch union suits, all grades
at Talchert'a Clothing store.

Tfou Wish to Buy

James R. Lowe, the postoffice clerk,
is reported ill and Is confined to his
home,
New fall suits, all wool for $9.99 and
worth twice the money. Tal
chert's Clothing Store,
$12.99

'

1

THE CASH

ChOOth

rvn

Affl

5)

.t

or Not.

Try a dram ot Old Taylor bourbou
the Opera Bar.

ANDERSON IS RETURNED

The board of county commissioners
TO IJETHOOIST PULPIT
W. T. Reed and family have moved will hold an adjourned session
from their residence at 1007 Eleventh
BE
POPULAR PREACHER WILL
street to 1103 Lincoln avenue.
v
LOCATED IN THIS CITY ANCarpenters, are working on the
OTHER YEAR
Finch'i Golden Weddmg Rye, aged court house tower, placing new shin
In the wood.
Direct from distillery gles.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
The following appointments were
Tonight at the Elks' alleys the Kel- made at the conference held at Raton
Just In first bale of Santa Rosalia ly team and the Lyon team will feat- last week by the New Mexico English
chill pods. Genuine chill con came ure in a howling contest. All Elks Mission of the Methodist
Episcoal
on tap. Try It It'e fine. The Blemark. and their ladies are invited to witness church:
the contest,
Alamogordo, Ed L. Breton; Albu
querque, O. O. isecitman; ceieu, a. rv.
Special All wool sweaters worth
The ladles of the Baptist church Yelland; Clayton, C. Q. Fenn; Clayton
$3, $3.50, $4 and $4.50 for $2.95 at
Taichert's Clothing store, Douglas will serve a chicken dinner at the Circuit, C. Q. Fenn, (assistant to be
church Friday evening from 5:30 to 7 supplied) ; Columbus (to be supplied) ;
avenue.
o'clock, for the purpose of raising mon Des Moines, Folsom
and Johnsons
Dr. H. M. Smith and family have ey to defray the expense of painting Mesa, J. H. Johnson; El Paso, Texas,
moved Into the house formerly occu the church. .
First church, (to be supplied); City
Missions, Frank Whiting; Espanola,
pied by Dr. F. R. Lord and family at
Rev. Henry Van Valkenburgh will C. F. Lucas; Estancia and Mountain1038 Fifth street.
preside at the prayer meeting to be airF. E. Farley: Fort Sumner, S. E,
the Methodist Episcopal Turner ; French and Maxwell, J.
Go to the White Kitchen for good held at
home cooking; beat service and clean- church this evening. All of Mr.' Van Hefley; Las Vegas, E. C. Anderson;
liness.
Special dinner Sunday. No Valkenburgh's old friends are cordial Nara Visa, Frank E. Lockbridge; Ra
ly Invited to attend the meeting.
extra charge. Meals 25 cents.
ton, Bernard Glbbs; Kosweu, nenry
Van Valkenburgh; Roy, Edwin Gas- Bridge street near the county bridge kill: Santa Fe. J. M. Shimer; Santa
The Baptist Ladles' Aid society will
meet with Mrs. Freeman, 715 Fourth Is being repaired. Several car loads Rosa, (to be supplied); "Santa Rita,
street, Thursday afternoon at 2 of cinders have been placed on the Hurley and Mogollon, M. O. Stocksurface by Town Marshal Martinez land; Silver City, M. O. Stockland,
o'clock.
and it Is expected that Bridge street (assistant to' be mipplied); Springer,
will no longer be the rutty thorough- B. F. Summers.
at
October
10,
evening,
Thursday
S. Alonzo Bright was appointed suthe city hall, there will be a meeting fare of the past.
of the democratic club. All democrats
perintendent at the conference. BishThe Potter Candy company announ- op Francis J. McConnell of Denver,
are urged to attend.
ces the opening of, its new fountain presided.
Walter Randolph, who has been sub tomorrow afternoon and evening between the hours of 3 and 10:30 o'clock.
BASEBALL IN CHICAGO.
stituting for Postman Victor H.
Chicago, Oct. 9. Close to 30,000
Waite since last Friday, will return The Simlson orchestra will furnish
to work at Boucher's grocery store music and souvenirs will be given all baseball fans Jammed Comiskey park
visitors. The public is cordially In- today to witness the opening game of
tomorrow.
vited to be present.,
the series between the Chicago Amer
icans and Nationals to decide the
Mrs. T. C. Evans will entertain the
At
of
a
brief
the
session
of Chicago.. Walsh foi
probate
championship
Royal Neighbors, Modern Woodmen
and the Americans and Lavender for the
of America, and their families and court this morning the last will
friends tomorrow evening at her home testament of Ebenezer Barber was pro- Nationals probably will do the pitchbated. Dr. W. P. Mills, Dr. F. T. B. ing, A warm sun dried the field,
at 722 Fifth street.
Fest, Miss Becker0and Isaac Davis soaked by a 24 hour downpour, which
were examined as witnesses by Prob- caused the postponement of the openThe Ladies' Aid society of the First
Adelaldo iTafoya. The court ing, scheduled for yesterday.
ate
Christian church will hold a called will Judge
set a date soon for a hearing.
First inning: Cubs, 0; Sox, 0.
meeting tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
Second inning: Cubs, 0; Sox, 0.
with Mrs. D. L. Batchelor, Room 21,
During the action, of, the musical
Third inning; Cubs, 0;' Sox, 0.
Wells Fargo building.
comedy "Papa's Millions," the: first offering of the Coney Island Musical
GAS COMPANY INSOLVENT.
Ntaional avenue between Seventh Comedy company next Friday evenKansas City, Oct. 9. A petition to
and Eighth streets is now open to ing, the following musical numbers
appoint receivers for the Kansas Nattraffic, as repairs on this piece of will be rendered: "Is Everybody ural Gas company was today filed in
road have been completed. The street Happy?" "Honeysuckle Time," "Dixie the federal court of Kansas City, Kan
repairing gang is now at work on for Mine," "Moon, Moon, Moon," "The sas. Judges Pollock and Campbell,
Seventh street between National and Frisco Turkey Dance," "I Am the Conunsitting together, took the matter
Columbia avenues.'
stable," "Fifty Miles From Boston," der advisement. The receivership ac
"Give My Regards to Broadway," and tion was brought by a Pennsylvania
The annual meeting for the election several other vaudeville features.
stockholder. The petition asserts that
of officers of the Methodist Episcopal
the company canjifit make enough
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
church Ladies' Aid society was held
money selling gas at 25 and 27 cents
Letters remaining uncalled for, for a thousand feet to pay its bona inyesterday afternoon at the residence
of Mrs.' J, R, KIrlc. The following of- the week ending October 5, 1912:
torcst. nr in make payments on its
Pablo Aragon; W. F. Blake; Mude
ficers for the coming year were electsinking fund.
ed: Mrs. John R. Kirk, president; Buth Ex.; Miss Carlota Fresquez;
Mrs. E. C. Anderson, vice president; Mrs. Luisa R. Galindre; Mrs. Rallie
Mrs. C. V. Hedgcock, secretary, anc Hart; Mrs. Maria Lopez; Mrs. Alice
Mrs. A. J. Wertz, treasurer. Subjects McDonald; Jose D. Roibal; William
of general interest to the society dur- Ryan (2); Miss Rallltos Ortiz; A. J.
Frav
ing the coming conference year were Selover; Prof. C. D. Shawn;
discussed during the business meeting, Stern; Gibovena Rosa Abel; Magda
at the close of which delicious re- lena Valdez.
When calling for the above pleaa'i
freshments were served.
ask for Advertised Letters.
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
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SEE! This fin.f Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
AND

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE. $12.00
nd tmr
dmoer-warseveral carloadt of this beautlfnl
manufacturer to give aa an oxclujlve Jel(t
hrn purchaselowenabled the
to
of
cost
the
advertising
are
We
charslusr
part
price.
of the actual cost of tbe
SSpeise," and only ask yoa to pay a percentage
In
Je
Is of a beautiful "Cosmos" desifm and cannot be duplicatedboth
by
China store. It 18
We purchased

;

guaranteed
Saallty for less than $14 in any retail
ftie manufacturer and ourselves.
5Y8
J?9"'',, BS.
Tiiero Is aS3 coupon In every sack oforLARABEE'B
we wiu
money order,
'jo in casb, dralt, postal
ttnminns and
eiprcss A.KIresa
and
frefeht.
coupons
one Tof these beautiful sets 'the
iTarabee Flour
Company,
China Department of
Plainly.
aui"inson. The
your name and address
Kansas. Be sure to write are
also Rood for Koxera1 Silverware
The coupon in LARABEB'8 Flour
oircnlar.
end other valuable promlumaAali for descriptive

FIJ;

GER
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-GooFlour that makes Baking a Delight
d"

A

DISCOVERY

WORTH WHILE

MAN-MILL-

ALL GROCERS
Trvla Sack! You'll Like it.

At

tla I!oi8 of lie Best of EveryiMng

EataM

'

Wash at
Home? ::

NOTICE.
A few days ago I offered a small
block of Romero Mining Co. stock for
sale at 90 cents per share. I now wish
to announce that the necessary money
has been raised and stock is now

If you do would you not
enjoy escaping the hard work

worth

and bother? You can

and

at little cost by sending it
to us to do. We will wash it

FRESH

iw.m

CALIFOU
1

Values

Values here.

of

THAT HIGH ORDER that
have made THIS the GREAT

EST Clothing Store in the
City. Two Overcoats here
to any other stores one.
You lose if you don't see us
'

1

before you buy.

fiRFFiRFRiiFR

Copyrtfhl, 191V
JKrHula. fori
to,
Rochottr.N.Y

ten

Which Costs the

The Stove or the Coal

s

,

CrT

TEA RNS

J.

You get REAL Overcoat

-

"

r

0

As Low as $13.50
As High as $27.50

Have the Factory Man Show You the Majestic Whether

FTTP

quicker and better than you
can, starch it just as you like
it, dry it and if you want us
to iron all the flat pieces or
the whole washing as you
prefer. You will find our prices within your reach.' .

It
THE GRAAF & HAYVARO CO. STORE

Las Vqfas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main 61

617 Douglai

Are

$1.00

per share and have none

to sell.
,

Very respectfully,
MARGARITO ROMERO,
,
President...

v
STUDENTS DESIRE BALLOT.
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 9. A test
case has been brought In the courts
here in the shape of a petition for a
writ to compel the city registrars to

permit all Harvard students oyer 21
to vote at the presidential election unless registered elsewhere. The registrars have ruled that no student, wno
Is entitled to
Is not
vote, even If he is oyer 21 years old. j
Scores of young
college men have;
been refused registration on this

GROVER HAYES LOSES.
Sydney, Australia, Oct. 9. Grover
Hayes, tbe lightweight boxer of Columbus, Ohio, was defeated on points
today by Jack Reed, a local light,
weight, In a 20 round contest.

Vacuum
Process for the
mechanicof
Coffee,
Treatment
ally purifying and cleansing the
cdffe bean, rendering powerles3
the properties considering bane
ful ;to persons of extreme nervous temperament,
producing
chills and
nervous
sleeplessness,
tremblings, headaches, irritab.
ility, indigestion, etc.
Vacuum Treated Coffee has
been proven by rigid tests. Tou
can drink It without the return

V

..I

Consider this point, then
buy a Fire Side Hot Blast.
Gives, maximum of, heat,

i

uses the minimum of fuel.
AS CHEERFUL AS

A HARD

COAL HEATER

Holds the fire all night.

"Ill

y

Let us demonstrate it to

Th Fire Side Hot Blast

J.

yOU.

C. JOHNSEN- & SO
-- EXCLUSIVE

LOCAL AGENTS

OEOIISMsEO
THE SUPERIORITY

OF1

-

AOAI

"OLD HOMESTEAD" FLOUR

Trade demands this Hour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell their own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."
Our sales increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment of
its superiority and jelling qualities.

Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant,

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Its Exclusive Ditrlbfiters for Las Vegas and Albuquerque

Jefferson Raynolds President
Kal.'ctt Reynolds Cashlet
H. Erie Hoke A sat Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice President
Stephen B. Eavis Vice President

"

of the usual

111

effects.

Price in lib. Cans

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.
CAPITAL, $100,000

lis

The Coffee Man
BBS

SoHfttJS,

M.

AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS

Oar Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and

$35,000
Ac-

commodation Within the Scope of Good Ilanldnff,

Interest PmJ on

Tisum

Dsposiis

